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Abstract
An insertion grammar is based on pure rules of the form uu + lc~v (the string x is inserted in
the context (u,u)). A strict subfamily of the context-sensitive
family is obtained, incomparable
with the family of linear languages. We prove here that each recursively enumerable language
can be written as the weak coding of the image by an inverse morphism of a language generated
by an insertion grammar (with the maximal length of stings u, u as above equal to seven). This
result is rather surprising in view of some closure properties established earlier in the literature.
Some consequences of this result are also stated. When also erasing rules of the form uxu + uu
are present (the string x is erased from the context (u,u)), then a much easier representation
of recursively enumerable languages is obtained, as the intersection with V* of a language
generated by an insertion grammar with erased strings (having the maximal length of strings u, u
as above equal to two). @ 1998-Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved

1. Insertion grammars
Most of the generative mechanisms investigated in formal language theory (Thue
systems, Post systems, Chomsky grammars, pure grammars, Lindenmayer systems, etc.)
are based on the operation of rewriting; see, e.g., [13, 141. However, there are several
classes of grammars whose basic ingredient is the adjoining operation. The most important of them are the tree adjoining grammars (TAG) [5], the contextual grammars
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[7], and the insertion

grammars

natural languages.
The insertion grammars
between

nals are rewritten

according

contexts

as models of constructions

(in [4] they are called semi-contextual

what intermediate
(where

[4], all three introduced

Chomsky

are adjoined

context-sensitive

to specified
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to specified
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grammars
and Marcus

strings associated

grammars)

in

are some-

(where the nontermicontextual

with contexts).

grammars
In inser-

tion grammars strings are adjoined depending on contexts: one gives triples of the
form (u,x,u), defining a substitution of uu by uxv (the adjoining of x in the context (u,u)). Thus, insertion grammars can be also seen as pure grammars whose rules
are of the form uu 4 uxu (that is, length-increasing
pure grammars [8] of a particular
form).
Formally,

an insertion grammar

is a triple G = (V, S, P), where V is an alphabet,

S

is a finite language over I’, and P is a finite set of triples of the form (u,x, a), with
u,x,v E v*.
(As usual, we denote by V* the free monoid generated by the alphabet V under the
operation of concatenation;
the empty string is denoted by 2. We also denote by FIN,
REG, LIN, CF, CS, RE the families of finite, regular, linear, context-free, contextsensitive, recursively enumerable languages, respectively. For other elementary notions
of formal language theory, we refer to [14,13].)
With respect to an insertion

grammar

G = (V, S, P) we define the relation

+ on V*

by
w

*z

iff w=wtuvw2,

Then, the language

generated

L(G)={zEV*IW+*Z,
Clearly, the insertion

z=w1uxvw2

for (u,x,u)EP,wl,w2E

V*

by G is defined by
WES}.

rules of the form (u, 1, a) are of no use, hence in what follows

we shall assume that no such a rule appears in our grammars.
For an insertion grammar G = (V, S, P) we denote
weight(G)

= max{ Iu] I( u,x,v)EP,

or (u,x,u)EP}.

The family of languages L(G) generated by insertion grammars of weight at
most n, n 20, is denoted by INS,; the union of all these families is denoted by
INS,.
Proofs of the following basic results about families of insertion languages can be
found in [4,9, 10, 151.
1. FZNcINSOcINSlc~~~cINS,cCS.
2. REG is incomparable with all families INS,,, n > 1, and REG c INS,.
3. INS, c CF, but CF is incomparable with all INS,,, n 22, and INS,; INS2 contains
non-semilinear
languages.
4. LZN is incomparable with all INS,, n > 0, and ZN&.
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(that is, they are closed under none of the

union, concatenation,

Kleene *, direct and inverse morphisms,

with regular languages).

6. Each regular language

is the morphic

image of a language

In view of these poor closure properties
not using nonterminal

symbols),

in INSi.

(a feature specific to all rewriting

systems

it is of interest to look for the smallest AFL (or related

structure) containing a given family INS,,, IZ> 0. As we shall see in the following section, the result is unexpected: the closure of INS7 under direct and inverse morphisms
is equal to the family of recursively enumerable languages. Contrast this with the fact
that all families INS, are incomparable with UN. Taking into account that an insertion
grammar just adds symbols to the currently generated string, hence the capability to
change the string looks quite restricted, our characterization of RE is rather surprising.
Our result bears some similarity to the characterizations
of RE by contextual languages
in [3,2], but note that in [3] pairs of strings are adjoined, hence we can easily mark
substrings u of the current string where type-0 Chomsky rules u + u are simulated,
whereas in [2] one uses infinitely many rules, under the form of context-free selectors
associated with contexts. These differences between insertion grammars and the contextual grammars used in [3,2] make new proof techniques necessary, leading to more
complex

constructions

2. A characterization

in the case of insertion

grammars.

of RE

Theorem 1. For each language L E RE there are a morphism h, a weak coding g, and
a language L’ E INS7 such that L = g(h-‘(L’)).
Proof. Consider a language L C T*, L E RE, generated by a type-0 Chomsky grammar
G = (N, T, S, P) in Kuroda normal form, that is with the rules in P of the following
types:
1. A--+BC, A-+a, A--A, for A,B,CEN,aET,
2. AB+CD,
for A,B,C,DEN.
From the form of the rules, we may assume that each string in L(G) is generated
by a derivation consisting of two phases, one when only nonterminal rules are used
and one when only terminal rules are used; moreover, we may assume that during the
second phase the derivation is performed in the leftmost mode.
Consider the new symbols #, $, c and construct the insertion grammar
G’ = (N u T U {#, $, c}, {c4Sc6},P’),
with P’ containing the following insertion rules.
(1) For each context-free rule r : A +x E P we consider
(1~)

(ol,62~(3~lqA,#$~,~lga6tl?~lg~lg~110), for QEN
N(s),

@2a3a4 4 N{$)N

crgqE

N{#$}N{#},

alaZa3a4

$?N{$}NN,

then alo EN U {c}.

the rules
U {#,$,c},

l<i<lO,

a5 $ {#, $},

and if

a+~$!
@5a6a7
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rule r : AB + CD E P we consider

(2) For each non-context-free

for ai ENU{#,$,c},

(2.r.l)

(ala2asA,$CD,Ba4),

(2x.2)

(A$CDB, #$, a), for a EN U {c},

(2x.3)

(A, #, $CDB#$).

612613 6 N(s),

a4 $

(3) For each A, B EN we consider
(3AB.l)

1 <i<4,

195-205

the rules
and

~lla2a3

$N{$}N,

{#v$),

the rules

(alaza3AB#$,A#,adasae),
for aiEN U {#,$,c},
N{$}N, and if a4a5 = A#, then a6 = $.

l<i<6,

ala2a3 4

(A,#$,B#$A#a), for a EN U {c}.
(3.AB.3)
($B#$A#, $A, a), for a EN U {c}.
We say that all rules (1.r) are of type 1, all rules (2.r.i), for r a non-context-free
(3AB.2)

rule in P and 1 <i<3,

are of type 2, and that all rules (~.AB.~),A,BEN

and 1 <i<3,

are of type 3.
Denote by U the set of strings a#$, for a E NUT. For each string w E U we consider
a symbol b,. Let W be the set of these symbols. We define the morphism
h:(WuTu{c})*

h(b,) = w,
h(a)=a,

+(NUTU{#,$,c})*

w E U,
aE T,

h(c) = c.
Consider

also the weak coding

g : (W u T u {c})* + T*,
defined by

s(b,)=A

we.u,

g(c) = 1,
g(a)=a,

a~ T.

We obtain
L(G) = g(h-‘(L(G’))).
The intuition behind the construction above is the following.
The insertion rules of type 1 simulate the context-free rules of G, the rules of
type 2 simulate the non-context-free
rules of G. The rules of type 3 are used in order
to prepare the current string for making possible the use of rules of type 2. This is
done as follows.
The symbols #,$ are called markers. A nonterminal
followed by # and then by a
symbol different from $ is said to be #-marked. A nonterminal followed by $ is said to
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be $-marked. A nonterminal

followed

which is #-, $-, or #$-marked

is said to be marked, otherwise it is called unmarked. A

string consisting

symbols in N U T U {c} and of blocks a#$, for o!E N U T,

of unmarked

by #$ is said to be #$-marked. A nonterminal

is said to be legal.
For example,
occurrence

c4Sc6 (the axiom of G’) is legal, cX#$XaY#$c

of X and the occurrence

is also legal. The first

of Y in this latter string are marked (#$-marked),

the second occurrence of X, as well as all occurrences of c and a are unmarked.
However, cX$XaY#$c is not legal, because the first occurrence of X is $-marked but
not #$-marked.
Now, the rules of type 3 are able to move an unmarked nonterminal A across a
block X#$ placed immediately to the right of A. In this way, pairs AB can be created,
needed for simulating the context-sensitive
rules of G.
The marked symbols, plus the markers and the symbol c are considered an “invisible garbage”; at each moment, the string of the unmarked symbols are intended
to correspond to a sentential form of G. By the definitions of h and g, this “invisible garbage” is erased, indeed, from each legal string generated by G’. Because no
unmarked nonterminal can be mapped by h-l, what remains will be a terminal string.
In order to prove the equality L(G) = g(h-‘(L(G’)))
we shall first prove that rules
in groups 1, 2, 3 in G’ are doing what we have said that they are supposed to do (in
this way we obtain the inclusion C), then we shall prove that they cannot do anything
else (that is also > is true).

Claim 1. When using a rule (cr~a~c~~tlqA,#$x,cl~c(~cl~tlg~gc~~~)
of type 1, the occurrence
of A in the derived string is unmarked, but it is #$-marked in the resulting string,
where also each symbol of x is unmarked.
The fact that A is unmarked in the string to which the rule is applied is ensured by
~15,which is different from # and $. Because we obtain the substring A#$xa~, the other
assertions

are obvious.

Claim 2. When using a group of rules (2.r.i),

16 i ~3,

associated with a rule

r :AB -+ CD in P, then the symbols AB are unmarked in the derived string, both

of them will be #$-marked in the resulting string, where also CD are unmarked.
The substring of the string to which the rule (2.r.l) is applied is al~qABa4,
with
~1~$ {#, $}, hence A and B are unmarked. We get the string ala2cr3A$CDBa4, to which
the rule (2.r.2) is applied, leading to cclaza3A$CDB#$q. Now,
get alcr2a3A#$CDB#$a4. One sees how the third rule completes
whereas B has been #$-marked by the second rule. Clearly, CD
From a substring where the only unmarked block (not involving
and ~1~) is AB we have obtained a substring where the only
involving

the substrings

alcqc13

and ad) is CD.

by the third rule, we
the #$-marking of A,
are always unmarked.
the substrings CI~CIZC(~
unmarked block (not
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Claim 3. Starting from a legal string, the rules in a group (3.AB.i)

1 <i<3,

can

replace a substring AB#$a (hence with an unmarked A) by a substring consisting of
blocks in N{#$}

and ending with Aa (hence with an unmarked A).

The first rule, (3.AB.l),

can be applied to a string x~a~a~AB#$a~a~aey and it pro-

duces the string xala2a3AB#$A#a4a5aey. The second rule is now applicable,

leading

to xal aza3A#$B#$A#adasahy. Finally, the third rule produces xal aza3A#$B#$A#$Aad
&&jy. Therefore, the substring AB#$ has been replaced by A#$B#$A#$A, having an
unmarked A on the rightmost position.
Thus, starting from a legal string (initially, we have c4Sc6), the rules of G’ can
simulate the rules of G, producing legal strings. Moreover, if we denote by u&c(x)
the string of the unmarked symbols in a legal string x generated by G’, then we
have

Claim 4. (i) Zf x J* y by using a rule in group 1 or all three rules (2.r.i),

1 <i 63,
associated with a non-context-free rule r of G, then umk(x) + umk(y) by the coresponding rule in G.
(ii) Zf x J* y by using the three rules in group 3 associated to the same A, B in N,
then umk(x) = umk( y).

Claim 5. Zf x = g(hh’(y)),
x = umk( y), y E T*.

for

Conversely,

some

y E L(G’),

if y E L(G’)

then y

is a legal string

and umk(y) E T*,

and

then umk(y) =

g(h-l(y)).
This follows immediately

from the definitions

of the morphisms

g and h.

These claims prove the inclusion L(G) G g(hh’(L( G’))).
We shall now show that only derivations as above lead to legal strings.

Claim 6. After using a rule (2.r.l),
involved nonterminals A,B, CD.
Indeed,

let us consider

no other rule but (2.r.2) can be applied to the
Then, after (2.r.2), only (2.r.3) can be used.

only the subword

alaza3ABa4 used by a rule (2x.1),

for

r : AB 4 CD E P. After using (2.r.l) we obtain alaza3A$CDBa+ Now:
- No rule (1.q) can be used to any of A, B, C, D, due to the symbols pi, 1 <i < 10,
in rules (/?lb2/?3/?4x, #$X, /?5fi6/?7/?sp9810) of type (l.q), q : x +X E P. (For instance,
p2fi3p4 $ N@}N, h ence D above cannot be used by a rule (1 .q) corresponding to
q:D--txEP.)
- No rule (2.q.l) can be used for a pair CD or DB, due to symbols pi/&/I3 in rules
(fiifi2p3X, $YZ, Up,) of type (2.q.l) for q : .?XJ ---fYZ E P.
- No rule (2.q.2),q # r, can be used: this is obvious, because we need the subword
A$CDB, which identifies the rule r in P.
- No rule (2.q.3) can be used, because we need a substring A$CDB#$, and a4 above
is different from #.

C Martin-vide et al. I Theoretical Computer Science 205 (1998)
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the same argument
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the substring
(3.X.2)

and

for all X, Y EN.

Using the rule (2.r.2) we get the string alcr2u~A$CDB#$c~.Nothing has been changed
to the left of A$CDB or inside

this substring;

moreover,

B is now #$-marked.

above, one can see that no rule can be applied to this string, excepting

(2.r.3).

As
For

instance:
- No rule (3.DB. 1) can be used for the pair DB (the only one which is followed
by #$), because /?t/$$s in a rule ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~of this type cannot be
AK.
- No rule (3.XY.2) can be used, because there is no symbol X which is #-marked in
our string; the same reason makes impossible

the use of a rule (3.X3),X,

Y E N.

Claim 7. After using a rule (3.AB.l), no other rule but (3.AB.2) can be applied to the
involved nonterminals A,B. Then, after using (3.AB.2), no other rule than (3.AB.3)
can be used.
The rule (3.AB.l) replaces a substring
a&&j. Now:
- No rule of type (1.q) : (plb2b3~d,#kb

ala2a3AB#$c~4~5a6by w=al~a3AB#$A#
can be used (A is the only
5
6
7
s
9
of p /I p a /I /310 which cannot be equal

5 p 6 b 7 b 8 p 9 p 10 )

unmarked symbol in our string), because
to B#$A#a4.
- No rule of type (2.q.l) can be used, because we do not have two unmarked
in w.

symbols

- No rule of types (2.q.2),(2.q.3) can be used, because we do not have a $-marked
symbol in w.
- No rule (3.XY.l) : (B~~~B~XT#$,X$,B~~~BS)
can be used; the only possibility is to
use again (3.AB.l) (no other symbols appear here), but p4fi5fi6 prevents that.
- No rule (3.XY.2) with XY # AB can be used, just because we do not have the
necessary occurrences of x and Y.
- No rule (3.XY.3) can be used, because we need a substring
and such a substring does not appear in w.
Therefore,

we have to continue

of the form $Y#$X#,

with (3.AB.2) and we get the string almza3A#$B#$A#

There is no unmarked symbol here, hence rules of the forms (l.r), (2.q.l)
(2.q.2), (2.q.3), (3.XY.l), (3.XY.2) cannot be used. A rule (3.XY.3) can be used only

a4a5a6.

if XY = AB, which concludes the proof of Claim 7.
Consequently,
the rules in groups (l.r), for r a context-free rule of P, and (2.r.i),
1 <i ~3, for Y a non-context-free
rule of P, and (3.AB.i), 1 <i63, for A,B E N, cannot
be mixed; inside these groups, the rules have to be used in the order of i, from 1 to 3,
therefore, the grammar G’ can only simulate derivations in G on unmarked symbols.
This means that if h-’ is defined for y E L(G’), then c4Sc6 J* umk(y) in the grammar
G and g(hk’(y)) EL(G), proving
Note that weight(G’) = 7. 0

the inclusion

g(h-‘(L(G’)))

CL(G).
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3. Some consequences
Let us denote by CH-‘(F)

the family of languages

is a weak coding, h is a morphism,
this notation,

from the previous

all F G RE (the Turing-Church

theorem and the obvious inclusion
thesis),

Corollary 1. RE = CH-‘(INS,,),

of the form g(h-l(L)),

and L E F, for a given family of languages,
CH-‘(F)

S ZE for

we can write

for all n 2 7.

The proof of Theorem 1 in Section 2 can be modified as follows:
- Write L = (L rl {n})U i&,(8:(L)(a)),
where 8; is the right derivative
G, = (N,, T, S,,P,)

to x, and take a grammar

where g
F. With

for each language

with respect

a:(L). Assume

alphabets N,, a E T, mutually disjoint.
- Start from the axiom set {d}(L n {A}) U {c4S,ca ) a E T}.
- Together with all rules in the construction in Section 2 associated

the

with rules in

Pa, a E T, consider also the rules with the “witness” suffixes of the type ai . . . ak
ending with the symbol c. For instance, together with
(1.r):

(alaZa3a4A,#$X,aSa6a?a8a9alO),

consider

also all rules with a&ja7aga@10

a5a6@7a8a9Cy

replaced by

a5 E I#, $1,

a5a6a7a8Cp
a5a6a7Cy
a5a6Cy
a5C,

a5,a6,a7,@ST%a9

EN

U { $1,

C.

Similarly

for rules of all other types which involve

suffixes of symbols

In this way, at the end of the current string we can use shortened
can prevent the derivations

a.

rules and still we

which can produce strings outside the languages

a;(L).

- Allow also to the terminal symbols to migrate to the right, by rules in group 3,
hence let A and B in these rules be also terminals; moreover, let B be also equal
to c.
- Add the following rules:
(4.a.l):

(ac,#$a#,b),

a,bET,

(4.a.2): (a,#$, c#$a#, b),

a, b E T,

(4.a.3): ($c#$a#, $ca, b),

a,bET.

Note the fact that the symbol c existing in the string is now #$-marked and that together with the unmarked occurrence of a moved to the right we introduce an unmarked

C. Martin-vide et al. I Theoretical Computer Science 205 (1998) 195-205
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occurrence of c. The derivation steps are
xacbx’ + xac#$a#bx’ + xa#$c#$a#bx’ + xa#$c#$a#$cabx’,

hence the symbol a has been moved to the left of the terminal b.
- Add also the rule
(4.a.4): ($c#$a#, $da, b),

a, b E T,

where d is a new symbol, which is introduced in the alphabet of G’.
Because the rule (4.a.l) uses an unmarked occurrence of c, if we use the rule (4.a.4)
instead of (4.a.3), then we introduce no new unmarked occurrence of c, hence rules
(4.a.i) can no longer be applied. Therefore, if we consider the regular language
R = {tl#$ ( u E (N u T u {c})*}(d),

then we obtain the equality
L = R\L( G’).
Indeed, the left quotient with R selects from L(G’) those strings which contain the
symbol d and which have in front of this symbol only #$-marked symbols. This means
that all nonterminals were replaced by terminals and that all terminals were moved to
the right, hence a copy of them is now present to the right of d. Consequently, we
obtain
Corollary 2. For all n 2 7, each language L E RE can be written in the form L = R\L’,
for R a regulur language and L’ E INS,,.
It is an open problem whether or not the “magical number seven” appearing here can
be replaced by a smaller one. Anyway, from INS, C CF we have CH-‘(INSi) & CF,
because CF is closed under inverse morphisms and arbitrary morphisms. Therefore,
the subscript 7 above cannot be replaced by 0 or by 1.
A quite interesting consequence about the size of families INS,,, na7, can be inferred:
Corollary 3. Each family INS,,, n B 1, INS,,
that LIN E F cRE

is incomparable with each family F such

and F is closed under weak codings and inverse morphisms, or

under left quotients with regular languages.

Proof. Because LIN - INS, # 0, we get F-INS,
# 8. Because CH-‘(F)
we cannot have INS,, C F, for n 27, or INS, &F (then RE = CH-‘(INS,,)
a contradiction). 0

&F C RE,
c F c RE,

Important families of languages having the properties of F above are MAT” (of
languages generated by context-free matrix, programmed, regularly controlled, etc.
grammars without appearance checking, possibly using I-rules, see [l]) and ETOL

C. Martin-vide
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(see [12]). It follows that INS,, -MAT”
that CS - MAT’ # 0, a relation
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# 8, n 2 7. As INS,

c
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CS, we get the fact

which was open for a long time and only recently

proved.

4. Insertion-erasing grammars
Following the model of contextual grammars with erased contexts as considered in
[ 111, we can also consider insertion grammars with erased strings. Specifically, we can
define systems of the form G = (V, S, 4, PE), where V is an alphabet, S is a finite set
of strings over V, PI and PE are finite sets of triples (u,x, u), U,X, u E V*. The triples in
PI are insertion rules, those in PE are erasing rules. They are used in derivations as
follows: for w,z E V* we write w + z iff one of the two cases below holds:
1. w=w1u~w~,z=w1uxuw2,
for (u,x,v)EP~,wi,wzE
V*,
2. w=wi~aw2,Z=wiUt_?w2,
for (u,x,n)EPE,Wi,W2
E v*.
Then, we define the language generated by G as usual,
L(G) = {z E V* ] w J*

z, for some w E S}.

Let us denote by INSDEL,, n > 1, the family of language as above, generated by
insertion grammars with erased strings of weight at most n.
Such mechanisms are very powerful, confirming the general observation that contextsensitivity

and erasing can produce everything.

Thus, the following

result is as expected.

Theorem 2. Each language L E RE, L 2 V*, can be written in the form L = L’ n V*,
for some L’ E INSDELl.

Proof. Take L 2 V* generated by a grammar G = (N, V, S, P) in Kuroda normal form.
We construct
G’ = V

the insertion
U V u {r,X1,&},

grammar
{S~},fi,&),

~={(A,Xlx,ala2)~A--,x~P,cq,~2~NuTu{Y}}
U{W,X2CD,~laz)

IAB

-+CDEP,CX~,~~ENUTU{Y}},

~E={(~,~~,~)~A~N)U((~,A~~2,~)lA~N)U((~,YY,~)).

The rules in PI simulate the rules of P. The symbols Xi,& are markers of the
symbols placed immediately to their left hand: Xi marks one symbol, X2 marks two
symbols. Due to the right hand member of the contexts of rules in PI, that is ~11~12,
these rules cannot be applied in such a way to involve in their left context a symbol
which is already marked. On the other hand, the markers plus the symbols they mark
can be erased by the rules of PE. At the right hand of the string, the correct use of
rules in PI is ensured by the auxiliary symbol Y, whose occurrences can be erased
when they are no longer necessary. Consequently, L = L(G’) n V*. q
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The use of erasing rules is very useful: compare the previous proof with the proof
of Theorem 1, where, without having erasing possibilities, we needed a procedure for
changing

the place of unmarked

symbols,

moving

them across the marked ones.
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